
Fort Sumter's Truth

There's a famous saying that history is written by the victors.  The American Civil War is no 
exception.  Although everyone knows South Carolina's siege of Fort Sumter as the battle that began the 
war, no one knows the truth of why the fort was attacked in the first place.

The story begins a few decades before the war, in the 1820s, on Sullivan's Island to the 
northeast.  More specifically, the story begins in the nearby garrison, Fort Moultrie.

Fort Moultrie was a front.  Although it appeared to be just a simple military fort, it was in the 
early 1820s that it had taken on a new purpose.  The fort had been recommissioned as a scientific 
laboratory for all manner of experiments.  Things started off simple.  The fort would record 
meteorological observations ranging from precipitation amounts to cloud cover to time of sunrise and 
sunset.

In 1827, the simple tasks took a turn for the much more grandiose as a young author was 
stationed at the fort.  Although he'd only enlisted a few months before, this soldier-author known as 
Perry had been promoted to the title Artificer.  Perry was a visionary.  He imagined tales of monsters, 
death, and ways of torture the army had never considered before.  Any idea he dreamed, Fort Moultrie 
quickly sought to put into action.

Mulling over the data regarding the early hours of sunsets one day, Perry had an idea.  He 
wanted to focus specifically on researching a method in which soldiers could improve their combat 
ability at night, removing darkness' hindrance on the battlefield.

Perry became obsessed with his goal, digging deep into history, legends, mythology, or 
whatever lore from any stretch of the earth he could get his hands on.  Finally, he found his answer.  
Reading through Ovid's Metamorphoses, he came across a story of Lycaon, a man who had become as 
wolf.

Perry began demanding to his superiors to bring any data they could regarding the stories of 
Lycaon in history.  The officers obliged at first, but became increasingly impatient with the man who'd 
seemingly gone on a descent into madness.

Perry uncovered the history of Lycaon's transformation, and prepared to execute a similar ritual. 
It was at that time, unfortunately, that Perry's own history, including his name, was uncovered by the 
superior officers of Fort Moultrie.  And with that, Edgar Allan Poe was discharged from the United 
States Army, left to continue to pursue his career in the macabre without the resources, simply resorting 
to writing once more.

However, the gears the visionary Poe had begun turning had galvanized Fort Moultrie into a 
path of dark research they would not soon stop.  Each reliable story of lycanthropy the fort's 
researchers uncovered without a lycanthrope converting new blood all pointed to the same origin story.  
Each of the stories involved a man sacrificing his own child for some nefarious purpose.  For eight 
years after Poe's discharge, the Fort avoided taking the forbidden path of human sacrifice.

In 1837, opportunity knocked.  The Seminole leader Osceola had become imprisoned there, 
alongside many of his tribesmen and their children.  The scientists couldn't bring themselves to 
sacrifice their own children, but they had prisoners with children now.  And so the testing began.

The Seminole prisoners refused at first.  The fort's occupants threatened the natives with death.  
Their spirits remained unwavering.  After all, who would ritualistically sacrifice their own child?  It 
was an impossible request of the scientists.

Seeing there was no hope in convincing Osceola or his men to attempt the ceremony through 
traditional means, the Fort Moultrie researchers changed their tactics.  They began to focus specifically 
on weakening the resolve of Osceola.  In the first week, they tortured and killed one new prisoner a day 
in a room constructed by the previous artificer, forcing Osceola to observe.

Each day, the prisoner was tied to a wooden board in the center of a room, with a bladed 



pendulum left to dangle ever more closely to the ground with each swing.  If the prisoner lost 
consciousness or forced themselves to sleep as the pendulum descended, they were stabbed in the 
extremities by a bayonet.  Once the pendulum would reach its lowest point, it would stop and be 
brought back to the top, and the board would be flipped over to reveal the torture victim was hanging 
over a deep chasm that fell all the way to the rocky ocean beneath the fort.  The ropes tied to the victim 
would then be ignited, much like a fuse, until they could no longer bind the prisoner, leaving them to 
fall to their deaths.

It took only nine days of being subjected to watching his comrades submitted to such terrifying 
torture before Osceola submitted and agreed to perform whatever the twisted ritual his captors required 
of him.

On January 25th, 1938, the first full moon of the year, Osceola sacrificed his youngest son, and 
served him for dinner to the soldiers stationed at the fort.  His transformation was heralded by a 
horrifying howl which shook the brick walls of the garrison that night.  A lycanthrope was born.

Osceola immediately gave in to anger at his captors.  After all, they'd forced him to dismember 
and cook his own child.  His feral tantrum and newfound power forced the soldiers into action.

Many grabbed their guns and fired at the wolflike creature.  It continued to thrash about the fort, 
as if nothing happened.  Its claws shred through human flesh with ease; his teeth sank right through 
bone.  After each victim it just continued to ferociously tear through any soldier in its path of 
vengeance.  The werewolf Osceola headed straight for the final destination of his son – the mess hall.

The wolf kicked through the doors with its powerful hind legs, sending them flying off its 
hinges.  A few men were still foolish enough to be eating despite the calamity in the camp.  Osceola 
rushed straight for one preparing to take a bite of the night's meal.  Out of nothing but terrified reflex, 
the snacking soldier gigged his fork into the throat of the beast.

Osceola fell to the floor, gurgling.  His body reverted into a mostly humanoid appearance, and 
he fell into a coma.  The medics and surgeons of the company tended to him, and researchers attempted 
to study his body for any clues to what their experiment had done to him.  Before any substantial data 
could be collected, however, he died from symptoms including an enlarged spleen, nausea, and a severe 
fever.  The army declared him dead from malaria, although they knew it wasn't the truth.

Osceola's corpse was never returned to the Seminoles.  The scientists at Fort Moultrie continued 
to study it, hoping to find some clue as to what had happened physiologically during the 
metamorphosis.  Their answers came much sooner than they expected, however.  A month after 
Osceola's ritual, a chorus of howls echoed throughout Sullivan's Island.

The Seminole's victims, much like in many of the lycanthropic legends, had taken on similar 
characteristics.  Within a few full moons, the entire camp had been either mauled to death or converted 
to werewolves themselves.

The United States Army's laboratory at Fort Moultrie was a success.  It had managed to develop 
a new weapon for war within two decades of its commissioning.  But its purpose was not completed 
yet.  After all, what good is a soldier as a weapon if you don't know its weaknesses?  The army was 
afraid others may learn of how to use werewolves in combat.  Fort Moultries new task was to 
determine what it was that could stop a werewolf.  So far, their only answer had been a simple fork, 
jabbed into the throat.

Furthermore, the United States Army had to be sure the beasts could be controlled in combat to 
avoid rampaging upon allied troops in the midst of battle.  So Fort Moultrie's morally reprehensible 
experimentation continued.

They focused primarily on training the soldiers to control their wolf instincts while transformed 
on the nights of the full moon.  Small packs would be released from the fort and sent out to hunt small 
animals to bring back.  Those who strayed were paralyzed with a ultrasonic whistle and then brought 
back to the camp.

Some of the soldiers managed to escape even the whistle on these nights and would encounter 



local civilians, which the scientists of the fort welcomed, as it guaranteed further weapons testing as the 
civilians attempted to defend themselves.

All conventional weaponry proved ineffective on the beasts.  Bullets, iron blades, steel blades, 
blunt weaponry, cannons and even explosive ordnance failed to subdue a werewolf.  After years of 
research, still only the fork that slew Osceola had proven fatal to them.

Through continued training, the researchers and lupine soldiers of Fort Moultrie managed to 
control their thoughts and actions while transformed.  Commanders were each given one of the 
ultrasonic whistles and field training and further weapons testing began.  On the night of each full 
moon, a squad would go about typical military maneuvers through the countryside, as stealthily as 
possible.

The only remaining task had become to determine what it was about the fork had caused 
Osceola to die.  However, the scientists and soldiers of Fort Moultrie, as well as the United States Army 
deemed it not worth further risk of the lives of soldiers as political unrest grew and whispers of 
secession began.

The Werewolf Platoon was given new orders.  Rather than test on soldiers garrisoned at Fort 
Moultrie, they were to use the nights of the full moon to kidnap nearby civilians to use for further 
testing.

They began their hunt around local bars and taverns.  “After all, no one would believe a story of 
a werewolf from a man tight off tar water.” the pack reckoned.  Their hunts were often met with 
success, and they were able to gather a few drunkards and thieves for their testing each month.

But with even with the new influx of test subjects, they drew no closer to finding out what it 
was that had brought the beast down to begin with.  There was nothing in legend that explained it.  The 
only thing that had become clear was that something was amiss up on Fort Moultrie.

Local residents became more and more curious about what it was the United States Army was 
doing up in the fort, as the rumors of wolves and kidnapping raised more and more eyebrows in the 
area.

In 1860, the political unrest in the nation reached a boiling point as Abraham Lincoln was 
elected president with less than 40% of the popular vote.  South Carolina announced their secession 
from the Union.

Fearing their newly announced separation from the United States would begin to cause 
problems with the fort's experiments, the newly appointed leader of the garrison, Major Robert 
Anderson commanded the troops be moved to the more easily defended Fort Sumter.

Upon leaving Fort Moultrie, Anderson ordered any sign of the research save for what they could 
bring with them as they move to be burned, including many of the buildings and torture chambers 
constructed during Poe's time as Artificer.  Boat by boat, the researchers of Fort Moultrie relocated to 
Fort Sumter under cover of night.

Knowing something questionable was going on with Anderson and his troops, the government 
of South Carolina called for the Union troops to evacuate the fort.  Knowing the research was too 
important and too close to completion, Anderson ignored the requests and instead sent a request to the 
United States government to be both reinforced and resupplied.

Within a day, local state troops of South Carolina invaded and occupied Fort Moultrie, as well 
as the other forts in the area, looking for answers into what had truly been going on there.  They found 
not a single clue or note explaining what had gone on, merely a few guns that were unable to be carried 
over to Fort Sumter as Anderson's lycan misanthropes were transferred to their new fort.

On the night of January 9th, Confederate batteries fired upon a Union merchant ship, the Star of 
the West, which had been sent to resupply Fort Sumter.  The ship never arrived and supplies and 
patience of Anderson and his troops began to wear thin.

The next night was a full moon, and Anderson decided to let the dogs out, letting small packs go 
to ransack the supplies of the nearby stationed Confederate troops.



One of the packs landed on the nearby Morris Island where the artillery fire had begun the night 
before.  The werewolves were under orders not to attack any soldiers they found there, and instead just 
given the task of stealing any supplies they could manage without alerting the troops to their presence.  
The pack approached the camp and managed to find not only a substantial amount of food for pilfering, 
but a bag that appeared to be filled with coins.  Even in the form of a wolf, the greed of their human 
form was too much, and they rushed to steal away as much of the money as they could.

One of the soldiers could not wait to return to the camp before seeing what amount of money 
their haul would bring in.  He reached his hand into the bag.  His head began to spin; his body felt 
heavy; his knees quivered.  The werewolf fell to the ground in the Morris Island artillery encampment.  
The others looked into the bag to find half-dollars.  As one reached in to inspect the coin further, he felt 
the same nauseating dizziness that overtook the first.  Each of them passed out and did not awaken until 
the next morning, when they were returned to their human forms.

As they awoke the next morning, they quickly realized they had not been discovered, despite 
their blunder.  They left the sack of money on the ground, not wanting to find out what had caused 
them to fall unconscious.  They knew they had to get off the island and back to Fort Sumter before they 
were found.  But the after-effects of their comatose night lingered, almost like a hangover.

They stumbled into the center of the encampment in broad daylight, and were quickly 
surrounded by the South Carolina troops.

The Confederacy had their first prisoners of the war, before the war had even started.  The 
troops wasted no time probing their captives for information about the garrison at Fort Sumter.  But the 
soldiers wouldn't throw their Union comrades to the wolves.

The night passed without hearing back from the captured pack, Anderson grew nervous.  The 
experiments of Fort Moultrie must not be uncovered.  There was roughly a month until the next full 
moon, but he was unsure whether his troops had been encountered as humans or as wolves.

Although he wanted to act quickly, he decided it would be best to wait, at least a few days, to 
see how swift the response would come.  If the soldiers had been found out to be werewolves, surely 
the South Carolina troops would move in fast to put a complete stop to the goings-on of Fort Sumter.

Weeks passed with no response, and the next full moon approached.
Anderson made preparations for another expedition to Morris Island to free the prisoners on 

February 9th, the night of the next full moon.  The plans were brought into motion, and six werewolves 
were sent to free the three that had been caught the moon before.

This time around, there was no order given not to engage in combat.  They were to free the 
others by any means necessary.  As they arrived on the island, they quickly found there was most 
definitely no prison, and by extension, no prisoners on the island.  Their window of opportunity was 
closing.  The truth of Fort Moultrie was going to come out that night.

The pack returned to Fort Sumter with their tails between their legs, defeated by their lack of 
information.  They knew their secrets were going to be uncovered that night.

Within hours of the failed trip to Morris Island, the waters at the base of Fort Sumter stirred, 
and from the waters emerged three dark forms.  The three captives had escaped.  Covered in blood, 
they reported to Anderson that no witnesses were left.

Two days later, an ultimatum arrived from South Carolina's troops.  
 Anderson was to give up the fort by the time of Lincoln's inauguration in March or be starved 

out.  He declined, and instead continued to plea to Washington, D.C. to send rations to Fort Sumter 
immediately.

The Confederate grip around Fort Sumter grew tighter as time passed and Anderson refused to 
abandon the research.  The stories the three recollected from their capture perplexed the researchers.  
Why would a half-dollar coin and a fork be able to harm the werewolves while guns and blades could 
not?

By Lincoln's inauguration, still no supplies had been delivered to Fort Sumter, nor had any 



arrangements been made by Major Anderson to abandon the post.  Anderson grew desperate, and 
demanded his soldiers find any form of food they could on the next full moon.

On March 11th, 1861, dozens of werewolves left Fort Sumter in search of food.  They avoided 
any contact with Confederate soldiers, but a civilian out for a nighttime walk on the beach with his 
servant encountered one of the packs that had landed on Sullivan's Island.  Afraid to leave any 
witnesses, the pack slew both of the men, leaving their corpses half-buried in the sand.

The troops managed to rummage enough food to last them another month, at least.  It seemed 
they would be safe for just a little longer.

However, their feelings of safety vanished when a message was delivered to Major Anderson 
three days later.

“It has become clear that the secrets the soldiers under your command hide are too dangerous to 
continue to go on.  This Fort and the abominations it houses must be removed from our land, for they 
have proven to be too perilous for the safety of South Carolina and the Confederate States of America.  
If you wish to go about whatever evil that has taken place amongst yourselves, return to the United 
States of America and vacate Fort Sumter immediately.  Otherwise, this siege will commence a 
bombardment once the order to fire has been granted.”

Anderson attempted a last-ditch effort to request reinforcement from Union troops.  Lincoln 
attempted to organize a reprieve for Anderson and his troops, but it was too little, too late.

Suffering from starvation, Anderson's troops went on the hunt again on April 10th, the last 
antebellum full moon.  So hungry from the lack of anything but hardtack to eat, the soldiers feasted 
upon the flesh of confederate soldiers stationed in the area.

On April 12th, the bombardment of Fort Sumter began.  The battle that ignited a civil war had 
begun, not for political reasons, but for scientific reasons.

You may know it as the American Civil War, or the War for Southern Independence, or even the 
War Between the States.  But now you know that, in truth, it began as The Werewolf War.


